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• Life product pricing
• Annuity product pricing
• What's expected by ASB standards?
• What's being done?

MR. DAVID N. BECKER: The charts are the major part of this session and are
reproducedhero. My presentationis excerpted from one givenat the Investment
SectionSeminar in May 1993. However, for the written recordall the charts from
the Investment Section Seminarwill be used. The introductorychartswill provide
useful backgroundfor individualsnot fully conversant in the issuesof cash-flow
testing.

Although globalinformation on cash-flowtesting is providedin these openingcharts,
there are sourcesthat providemore depth of detail,especiallywith regard to basic
mechanics. Examplesof such sourcesare: the NAIC Model Actuarial Opinionand
Memorandum Regulationthat discussesreserveand asset adequacy, the basisof
which is cash-flow testing;Actuarial Standards of Practice (ASOP) 7, "Performing
Cash-Row Testing for Insurers;"ASOP 14, "When To Do Cash-FlowTesting for Life
and Health InsuranceCompanies;"ASOP 22, "Statutory Statements of OpinionBased
on Asset Adequacy Analysisby Appointed Actuaries for Lifeand Health Insurers;" the
Valuation Actuary Handbook; the many Proceedings of the Valuation Actuary Sympo-
sium; other Society of Actuaries past seminars by both the Product Development
Section and the FinancialReportingSection; the Record of past Society of Actuaries
meetings; the Transactions; and the Society Special InterestSectionnewsletters,
especiallythose from the Product DevelopmentSection (Product Development News),
RnancialReporting Section (The Financial Reported, and the Investment Section (Rl:sk
and Rewards).

The entire presentationconsistsof fNe parts. Rrst, I will give a generalbackground
of the problem of interest rate risk and its driving forces,the response of the industry,
SOA and regulators,assumptionsneeded for cash-flowtesting, why do it, pros and
cons of deterministic versusstochastictesting, and economicquantitiesmeasured in
cash-flow testing.

Second, I will presenta brief introductionof the technique of market-value analysis
(MVA). This methodologyadopts the innovationsof duration/convexityanalysisand
option-pricingtheory from fixed-incomeinvestments,and appliesthese concepts to
insurance liabilities. For those not fully acquainted with duration and convexity, two
charts are presentedthat define and graphicallyillustratethese two quantities. While
this is a major advance in quantificationof interest rate risk and opens the door to its
management, it does not totally capture all the implicationsof interest rate risk on the
intrinsicvalue of the insuranceenterprise. These limitationsare discussedinthe last
part of this section. Further information on these topics can be found in past issues
of the Proceedings of the Valuation Actuary Symposium.
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Third, I'll present the research I have done to apply modem finance theory to deter-
mine the net worth of the enterprise in a way that directly demonstrates the financial
impact of embedded options in assets and liabilities, and their interaction on the net
worth of the enterprise. It views the insurance enterprise as a whole, not as two
parts, assets and liabilities. I call the tool resulting from this research the option-
adjusted value of distributable earnings or OAVDE.

It is important to note that OAVDE is not a solution to the problem of interest rate
risk, but a tool to evaluate the magnitude of interest rate risk and the impact of
altemative management actions on the insuranceenterprise's exposureto interest rate
risk. Such an impact is measuredeither in terms of the return on equity (net worth)
employed when the amount of equity is prespecified,or in terms of the net worth of
an enterprise when the retum is prespecified. This part concludeswith the definition
of a STRATEGY beingthe input to the OAVDE tool.

In the fourth part, I'll present three different applicationsof the OAVDE tool to real,
although simplified,problems. The examplesare simplifiedso that it is easier for the
reader to understandthe exact sourceof the risk (due to embedded options)and its
financial impact on the enterprise. Single-premiumdeferredannuitiesare used
because they have the least moving parts, likecosts of insurance,etc., that can
further complicatethe example. Extendingthese applicationsto universallife is
straightforward.

In the first exampledifferent ways of expressingthe resultsof OAVDE analysisare
given. This is done becausethere can be useful informationgained from examining
different measures. It is shown that differentmeasuresresult in the same decisions.

A problem may arise when many strategies are examined in determiningtrade-offs
among them. Two methods are illustratedto assistin simplifyingthe decision-making
process in this case.

In the fifth and final part, I'll providea descriptionof different usesof the OAVDE tool.
In essence, OAVDE is a pricing/valuationtool. This part shows how the toot can be
applied to answer different questionsthat are of key interestto management.

It is recommendedthat the reader, even if he or she is familiarwith the basic con-
cepts in parts one and two, brieflyreview them because some informationis utilized
explicitly in later parts.

For introductory purposesthe term cash-flow testing is usedto mean the process by
which the projectionof statutory incomestatements and balancesheets are used to
make an assessmentof reserve and asset adequacy.

To perform cash-flowtesting one needs a cash-flow engine - the computer software
that will enable the computation of the above quantities. The engine is fueled with
descriptionsof the characteristicsof the assetsand liabilities,the interestcrediting
strategy, the investmentstrategy and a disinvestrnentstrategy, i.e., the mechanism
for handlingnegative cash flows. The engine computes various cash items, e.g.,
premiums, investmentincome, death benefits,health benefits, annuity benefits,
surrenderbenefits, commissions,insuranceexpensesand fees, federal incometax,
etc. It alsocomputes accrual items such as statutory reserves, tax reserves,
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deficiency reserves, interest maintenance reserve, and asset valuation reserve. From
these quantities it is possible to create the statutory income statement and balance
sheet. Other measures may also be derived from the above items.

Although the presence of embedded options in the assets and liabilities makes cash-
flow testing more complicated, such presence makes the testing more important to
perform. For example, there is uncertainty in asset cash flows due to the presences
of call features, prepayments, acceleration of sinking funds, etc. For liabilities there is
uncertainty due to surrender at account value less surrender charge, loan activity,
premium suspension, partial withdrawals, benefit responsive features in GICs, etc.

ISSUES
• Reinvestment
• Disintermediation

• Uquidity
• Default
• Concentration

EMBEDDED OPTIONS - ASSETS

• Sinking-fund accelerations
• Mortgage prepayments

- Pass-throughs
- CMOs

• Implied put on debt (asset default)
- Bonds

- Commercialmortgages
• Callable bonds
• Puttable bonds

EMBEDDED OPTIONS - LIABILITIES

• Crediting rate guarantees
• Cash surrender at book value

• Flexiblepremiums, "dump-in" provisionsand windows
• Policy loans

- Regular loans
- "Wash" loans

• Bailouts
• Partial withdrawals
• Benefit-responsiveoptions
• Transfer option

CONCERN

• Company management
• Regulators
• Professionalsocieties

• Rating agencies

RESPONSES

• Internal company studies
• Valuation actuary movement
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• Committee on Valuation and RelatedAreas (COVARA)
• Valuation Actuary Symposiums
• New York Regulation126
• Amended Standard Valuation Law

- Appointed Actuary
- Opinion & Memorandum

CASH-FLOW TESTING
• Who does it?
• What is it?
• Why do it

WHO DOES CASH-FLOW TESTING?
• Valuation actuaries

• Assat/liability managers
• Pricing actuaries

WHAT IS CASH-FLOW TESTING?

The projection and measurement of:
• asset and liabilitycash flows
• balance sheet items
• statutory gains from operations and
• surplus

ASSUMPTIONS IN CASH-FLOW TESTING

• Existing liability portfolio
- product designs
- policyholderbehavior
- liability management behavior

• Existing asset portfolio
- borrower behavior

- portfolio management behavior
• Economicenvironment

• Experience
• New business

WHY DO CASH-FLOW TESTING?

• Understand the nature and magnitude of the risksthe company is assuming.
• Demonstrate the adequacy of the statutory reservesand related assets to

providefor policyholderbenefits and related expensesto company manage-
ment, regulators,and rating agencies.

• Discoverhow to better manage business.

CHOICES
• Deterministicversus Stochastic Interest Rate Scenarios

• Quantity to measure

DETERMINISTIC SCENARIOS - PROS

• Project what will happen along specific path.
• Investigate alternative management actions for impact on scenario'sresults.
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• Demonstrate adequacy in a limited way.
• Can implementsubjectivebias.

DETERMINISTIC SCENARIOS - CONS

• Difficult to assignprobability to a given scenario,
• Difficult to ensurediversity of future interest rate behavior,
• Difficult to prevent subjective bias in selectionof scenarios,
• Unclear in assessmentof adequacy
• Difficult to implement result in management of business.

STOCHASTIC SCENARIOS - PROS

• Diversity of scenarios follows from stochastic generation method.
• Scenario probabilitydetermined by stochastic generationmethod.
• Generatessubjectivelyunbiasedscenarios.
• Reliabilityis a function of the DISTRIBUTIONof results.
• Asses adequacy by lookingst "tails" of distribution.
• Manage businessby looking at entire distribution.

STOCHASTIC SCENARIOS - CONS

• Hard to ensure scenariosare credibleand sufficientlydiverse.
• Hard to determine how many are enough.
• Hard to avoidarbitrage.
• Hard to get consensuson how scenarios shouldbe generated.
• Resultsmay be sensitiveto parametedzafionof stochastic generator.

WHAT TO MEASURE?

• Market values (liquidity)
• Retained earnings

- distribution of surplus
- distributionof presentvalue of surplus

• Asset and liabilitycash-flow characteristics
• Degree of immunization of dollar amount of surplus or surplus/asset ratio
• Distributableeamings

In market-value analysisthe key assumptionis that the surplus, net worth or equity of
an enterprise at a point in time is definedto be the presentvalue of existingassets
less the present value of existing liabilities.

MARKET VALUE OF ASSETS, UABIUTIES, AND SURPLUS
• Market value of assets (MVA)
• Market value of liabilities(MVL) computed by applyingfinance methods for

fixed-incomesecuritiesto the liabilitycash flows.
• Market value of surplus (MVS) computed as the difference between MVA and

MVL.

• Goal is to have the graph of MVA abovegraph of MVL for a significantparallel
shift in the yield curve (Chart 1).
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CHART 1

"Market Value" Diagrams
"Market Values"
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APPLICATION OF MARKET VALUE ANALYSIS

• Surplusis defined as present value of asset cash flows lesspresent value of
liabilitycash flows.

• Liabilityparameters: spread,duration and convexity.
• Asset targets: liabilityspread + profit spread; assetduration equal to liability

duration; and convexity equalto or exceedingliabilityconvexity.
• Goals(s): immunize profit spread, "surplus," ratio of surplus to assets, etc.
• The greater the excessof MVA overMVL for a greater range of yield curve

shifts indicateslesserexposureto interestrate risk.

DURATION & CONVEXITY
• Duration:

- Macauley duration
- Modified duration
- Effective duration:

• the negativeof the relativeprice changeof a fixed-incomesecurity for a
unit change in the level of interest rates

• the negativeof the slopeof the tanget line to the pricecurve of a fixed-
income security

- Convexity:
the degree of "bend" in the price curve of a fixed-incomesecurity

Several issues immediately arise. First, the appropriatedefinitionof surplus is not
necessarilyas given above. Second,the definitionof market value of liabilitiesis not
clear and is an issueof some debate. Third, it focuses on the enterprise as two
parts, not as an economic whole. Fourth, it may not capture all relevant information
about the enterprise. These issuesare actually relatedat a deeper level of analysis.

Despite these limitations such an analysis is an extremelyvaluabletool and represents
a significantimprovementin the abilityto deal with interest rate risk.
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As shown in Chart 2, definition is too restrictive and there is ambiguity in the defini-
tion of the present value of liabilities. Some of the ambiguity stems from making an
incomplete analogy between fixed-income securi_es and insurance liabilities. There is
no secondaw market for insurance liabilities in the same fashion there is for assets,
such as fixed-income securities, common stock. But it is in this sense that such
market values are often attempted to be defined. And even in this view there is not
uniformity in the definition of market value.

CHART 2

Duration & Convexity
Bond Price Estimated by Duration & Convexity
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When insuranceliabilitiesare acquired, it is other insuranceenterprisesthat are
purchasingboth the liabilitiesand supportingassets. They are makingthe purchase
for their benefit of the expected earningsoff of the combinationof the two. The
resultingmarket value of surplusfrom the interpretation inthe four precedingpara-
graphs is not what a willing buyer would pay a willing sellerto acquirethe liabilities
and supportingassets.

Not all relevantcash flows or costs of capitalare considered,such as, federal income
tax, DAC tax, the cost of capitalin holding target surplus(whether determinedby an
internal formula, based on ratingagency formula or NAIC's risk-basedcapital (RBC),
statutory reserves,deficiency reserves, interest reserve maintenanceand asset
valuation reserves,the timing differencescaused by tax reserves.

Becausemarket-value analysisdoes not considerthe enterprise as a whole, it may
leadto suboptimizationin managing interest rate risk. To illustrate,an enterprisemay
engage in a hedge transaction,e.g., purchaseinterest rate caps to mitigate interest
rate risk. Because market-valueanalysisdoes not reflect all relevanttransactions, it
may result in buying a hedge that actually reducesthe ultimate profitabilityof the
enterprise. In short, it is possible to buy too much interest rate insuranceas well as
not enough.
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Lastly, if market-value analysis is applied too precisely, the success depends on
accurate estimation of the policyholder exercise of liability options. One has to be
comfortable that either the estimation is accurate, or that results ere not sensitive to
the mis-specificationof the estimate. In OAVDE analysis,the goal is to identify
robuststrategiesthat optimize resultsover a spectrumof alternativeconditions. It
does not necessarilytry to micromanagethe solution,althoughit could be used in
that way.

The major challengesareto identify, quantify, and manage interest rate risk. This has
to be done in a way that allows managementto set the price for new business,
reprice an existingblock of business,or decideon a price to pay for acquiringa block
or an entire insurance company, or on the price to accept for a sale where the price
reflects the inherent interest rate risk.

LIMITATIONS TO MARKET VALUE ANALYSIS

a Model requires adoptionof internal company cash-flow-based goals.
• Model does not includeall relevant cash flows.

• Incompleteanalogy:
-- Insuranceliabilityis NOT a security.
-- No secondarymarket exists for liabilitiesin same senseas for securities.
-- MVS is NOT what a "buyer" would pay a "seller."

• Method may not be "robust" in that it requires precise measurement of liability
parametersfor management action.

• Does not explicitly recognize:
- different legal/regulatory/taxenvironments
- cost of capital deployedas reservesand RBC
- Federal income tax (FIT) and the timing of enterprisefree cashflows

(shareholderdividends)
• Many strategies may change MVA and MVL curves to a more favorable

shape, i.e., indicatingbetter immunization,but total cost of changeis not
revealed. It could leadto a costly hedge strategy.

CHALLFNGES
• How to measure interest rate risk?

• How to manage interest rate risk?
• How to set the price to reflect interest rate risk for

- new business?

- an existing block?
- an entire company?

• How to analyze experience?

The priceof a security reflectsits inherentrisk. From financetheory the price or value
of a security, alsoknown as intrinsicvalue or fair value, is the risk-adjustedpresent
value of free cash flows. Freecash flows are those amountsof money that can be
freely transferredto the owner of the security. The owner must be able to disposeof
those amounts in any way he or she desires,in order for them to be free cash flows.

Forexample, if the security is a bond, then in exchange for the purchaseprice, the
owner receivesthe coupon income, any callpremium (if the bend is called), and the
maturity value. The owner is free to do anything with the income, call premium or
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maturity value. Any inherent interest rate risk due to the level and volatility of interest
rates and the presence of any call option is reflected in the price of the bond in the
marketplace.

If the security is common stock, then, in exchange for the purchase price, the owner
has the free use of any dividends paid by the company. It might be argued that the
owner of the stock also has access to an increase in share value which could occur

if, in lieu of paying a shareholder dividend, the company reinvested in new production.
However, it is shown in finance theory that the value of the firm is the same,
whether the dividends are paid in cash or redeployed in new production producing a
return equal to the firm's cost of capital. Thus, the benefrt to the owner of the
increase in share price due to redeployment of dividends into new projects equals the
benefit to the owner of receMng those dMdends in cash.

The other item needed from finance is option pricing theory because it will enable the
appropriate reflection in price of the presence of embedded options. This can be used
to determine price if a desired ratum is specified, or determine return if a desired price
is specified.

If you can't measure risk, then you can't manage risk! Price is the measure of risk,
For an insurance enterprise, OVADE is the measure of price.

RNANCE THEORY

• Value of a security
- intrinsic value or fair value

- risk-adjustedpresent value of free cash flows
• Option pricing theory

- methodologythat properly accounts for the impact of embedded options
- can determine price givena target returnor return given a target price

(See Chart 3)

CHART 3

Free Cash-Row Diagrams
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PRICE OF A SECURITY
• Fora bond
• For a stock

• For an insuranceenterprise,the free cash flows to its shareholdersare
restrictedby:
- what can legallybe paid accordingto state insurancedepartment

regulations
- what can prudentlybe paid givensound risk-basedcapitalrequirements
- callthis quantity "distributableearnings"

If the security representsownership in an insuranceenterprise,then one must deter-
mine the free cash flows. Unlikeother industries,law regulatesthe amountsof
shareholderdividendspayable. This law ties shareholderdividendsto statutory
accounting, This fact often causespeople to turn away from the use of statutory net
income as conservativestatutory accountingdoes not reflect the true economicsof
the enterprise. But the fact is that it does affect the true economics. Cash flows
within the insuranceentity that are not capable of being paid to shareholdersare not
free cash flows. Hence, they cannotbe used eitherto be paid to shareholdersor to
fund new business.

In addition to the limitation of statutory net income, the amount of capital that needs
to be held either due to internal target surplus formulas or to satisfy external capital
requirements e.g., NAIC RBC levels and rating agency requirement, should be
reflected in the determination of free cash flows. The enterprise needs to hold such
capital, and it must provide an adequate return to shareholders on it.

Before the introduction of the interest maintenance reserve (IMR) and the asset
valuation reserve (AVR), the free cash flows would have been defined to be equal to:
after-tax statutory gain (ignoring any investment income from surplus funds); plus
after-tax realized capital gains and losses; plus after-tax investment income on
company-held risk-based capital; less the change in such risk-based capital. Wrth the
introduction of IMR and AVR, this definition would need to be modified appropriately.
But in the examples that follow, these two items will not play a part because selling
of assets will not occur as part of a strategy. The free cash flows of an insurance
enterprise are referred to as distributable earnings.

WHAT IS NEEDED?

• The correct economic quantity to measure to obtain price
• The correct net present value methodology to discount this quantity
• Stochastic methods from finance to assess the cost of embedded options

DISTRIBUTABLEEARNINGS

• Statutory gain, plus
• After-tax realizedcapital gains and losses, plus
• After-tax investment income on opening risk-basedcapital, less
• Change in risk-basedcapital.

When applyingdiscountingto distributableearnings,one difficulty arisesthat does not
occur, in general, with fixed-incomesecuritiesor common stock. The problem,which
can apply to new business,existing businessor the entire company, is that it is
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possible for one or more future distributable earnings to be negative, or for all distribut-
able earnings beyond some duration to be negative. Such future negative distribut-
able earnings are possible under the adverse conditions which can occur in cash-flow
testing, but they are also possible in flat and unchanging yield curve environments.
They can be caused by many things, e.g., cliff surrender charges, commission and/or
override bonuses, mortality and/or expense charge reversions to the policyholder,
reversionary interest rate credits,etc. These situationsare not limitedto universal life
and annuities. They can occur in disabilityincomeand long-term-careinsuranceas
well. Their significanceis found in either the resultingneed for additionalshareholder
capital infusionsat various points in time, or the withholdingof priordistributable
earnings to prefund the subsequentadditionalcapital infusions. That doesn't occur
with bonds, for example.

This difficultyis not new. The classic problemcalled The Pump Projectwas dis-
cussed in the finance literatureof the 1950s by J. Lode and L.J. Savage ("Three
Problems in RationingCapital" Journal of Business 28, no. 4, Oct. 1955, 229-239)
see Chart 4. In this example, they have a projectwith two intemal rates of return.
While Lode and Savage had givena specificanalysisto this problem, there was no
general framework from which to resolve it.

When these conditionsoccur, it is possiblethat the net presentvalue algor'rthmwill
result in economicallymeaninglessresults. As it does in the case of The Pump
Project. In this case the discountingin optionpricingwill not result in a useful result.
This problem can be remediedby usingthe generalizednet presentvalue algorithm
which will always providea meaningful result. The generalizednet presentvalue
algorithm is consistentwith option pricing theory.

CHART 4
The Pump Project
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GENERALIZEDNET PRESENTVALUE AND GENERALIZEDINTERNAL RATE OF
RETURN

• Transactions of the Society of Actuaries (Volume XL, 1988).
• Reinsurance Reporter, Uncoln National Life InsuranceCompany (Fall/Winter,

1989)

The major advantage in usingarbitrage-freepaths that repricethe initialtreasury curve
is that the valuesof securitiesso pdced willbe pricedconsistentlyrelative to treasury
securities. Therefore, they will be priced consistentlyrelative to one another. Option
pricing resultsin a price that edits out the impact of the exerciseof embedded options
in the security. In option pricing, given the price as input, then the method
solves for the option-adjustedspread or spread-to-treasuries,that would be earned
after taking into account potentialexerciseof any embeddedoptions. This spread
can be compared to that of other securitiesor the buyer's standardsand a decision
made. If a spread is given as input, then the method solvesfor the price requiredfor
the buyer to realizethe spread, where the pricereflectsthe impact of the embedded
options. In either case, a decisioncan be made relativeto the potentialbuyer's
standards.

When used with distributableearningsthe price is OAVDE, and the spreadis the
spread earned by the investorin the insuranceenterprise. The method values OAVDE
consistently with respectto treasuries, as well as other fixed-income securities. As
time passesand the computation is performed again, the new OAVDE will be valued
consistently with respectto treasuriesat that time. In this manner, the change in
OAVDE between the two dates is a meaningfulnumber (bothbeing consistent
relative to Treasury prices at the two dates) and a legitimate comparisoncan be
made. Using nonarbitrage-freeinterest rate paths may not result in valuesthat are
comparableover time.

When analyzinga set of paths, it is possibleto solve for a spread that discounts to
the given price for each path separately. In this way one has a statistical distribution
of spreads basedon the probabilitiesof the paths. It is possibleto compute the mean
of such individualspreadsand other statistical measures,e.g., standard deviation,
skewness and kurtosis. Note that the mean of the individualspread will not necessar-
ily equal the option-adjustedspread (OAS), becausethe OAS is the spread that
discounts the cash flows overall paths simultaneously.

STOCHASTIC METHOD TO ASSESS COST OF EMBEDDEDOPTIONS

• Average present values of cash flows computed over set of "arbitrage free"
paths.
- Will reprice Treasury securities.
- Will satisfy put/call parity.
- Will provide for relative valuation of securities on a consistent basis.

• Used in finance to compute option-adjustedprice and/or option-adjusted spread
over Treasuriesof a fixed-income securitythat containsembedded options,
e.g., call option, prepayment option.

By using arbitrage-freepaths the net worth of the insuranceenterprise (OVADE) is
valued consistently with othersecurities.
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COMPUTATIONS

• Option-AdjustedSpread
- Choose a value for OAS and discountall cash flows for each path using

the product of (1 + riskfree rate + OAS) for that path.
- Average all the presentvaluesusingthe probabilityweighting for each path.
- If the averageequals zero, then the OAS value is correct;if not, then repeat

with new value.

• The OAS is a singlespread that "solves alongall paths simultaneously" in that
it is the value that makes the averageof the net present values for all paths
equal to zero.

• Distributionof Spreads
- For each path solve for the spread suchthat for the givenpath the net

present value is zero.
- Obtain the distributionof spreadscomputed over allpaths and calculate:
• mean
_ standard deviation

other moments as needed

• The mean spreadis the average of the separate spreadsfor each path.
• The OAS is not necessarily equalto the mean spread.

The steps to compute OAVDE are as follows: (1) develop an arbitragefree set of
interest rate pathsthat reprices the Treasury curve; (2) use those paths as input to a
cash-flowengine that producesdistributableeamings; (3) discountthe distributable
earningsover each path usingthe generalizednet present value algorithm in conjunc-
tion with the one-periodfuture rates for that path; (4) take the probabilityweighted
generalizednet presentvalues. Note that the distributableearningscalculated along
each path for each time intervalare assumedto have been paidto the shareholdersin
cash. So the impact of actually paying cashto shareholdersis alsocorrectly
reflected.

As noted, OAVDE accepts either a givenspread or a given priceas input, and solves
for the other. Instead of using a spread-to-treasuries,it is possibleto modify the
formula so that a level hurdle rate, such as the enterprise'scost of capital, can be
used. This is alsoshown in the above reference.

The following formulas are includedto illustrate the algebra of the computations. The
classicdiscountingformula will be presentedfirst. Then the appropriateformula for
discountingusingthe generalizednet presentvalue algorithmwill be shown. The
generalizednet presentvalue algorithmis consistentwith the discountingin option-
pricing theory.

Terms:

p index for paths.

P the total number of paths.

t index for time pedod.
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N the total number of time periods per path
(the initial time period is t = 0)

j a general index.

_" used to represent a summation.

I'1 used to represent the resultof a seriesof multiplications.

rp,t the one periodfuture rate for pathp and time period t.

OAS option-adjustedspread.

OAY option-adjustedyield.

trp,t federal incometax rate for pathp and time period t.

prbp probabilityfor pathp.

DEp,t distributable earningsfor path p and time period t.

Classical Discounting Formula

{P N-1 t

OVADE = _ prbp* _ [DE.,.,/ n (_÷r.j*OAS)]
p =1 t=0 j=0

If there is a time zero distributable earnings amount, then it will be the same for all
paths, and it is simply added to the right side of the equation.

The above formula provides the case when discounting via a spread-to-treasuries. If a
constant option-adjusted yield is desired, then the formula becomes:

OVADE = _ prbp * [DEp,t÷1 / (1 +OAY) t÷l]
p=l It=0

Again, if there is a time zero distributable earnings amount, then it will be the same
for each path and add it to the right-hand side of the equation.

The formulas using the generalized net present value algorithm are as follows:

Let PVBp,N(i) = DEp,N and

PVBp,t(i) = PVBp,t+I (i) / (1 +r) +DEp.t

for t = N - 1, N - 2.... 1, or 0, if there is a time 0 distributable earnings amount;

where r=i if PVBp.t÷I (i) > 0,, and r=(1 -trp. t) * rp,t if PVBp,t+I(i) < =0.
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Here i is chosen to be rp,t + OAS, ff the discounting is to be done at a
spread-to-treasudas, or OAY, if a level discount rate is desired. OAY could be either
the enterprise's cost of capital or other hurdle rate.

This formula can be summarized as:
P

OVADE = _ prbp * PVBp,T(i),
p=l

if there is no time zero distributable earnings amount. If there is a time zero distribut-
able eamings amount, then the formula becomes:

P

OVADE = _ prbp . PVBp,o(i).
p=l

Note that in the formula above, if the prior PVB term is negative, then the discount
rate r is 1 plus the after-tax, one-period, risk-free rate. This is to allow for the tax that
the insurance enterprise would have to pay on positive funds held that are needed to
meet a subsequent loss. This is equivalent to computing the federal income tax
required, adding it to the DE for the period and then discounting by 1 plus the
one-period risk-free rate. Thus it is consistent with discounting at the one-period risk-
free rate in option pricing, but is computationally more efficient.

APPLICATION TO DISTRIBUTABLEEARNINGS

• Develop set of arbitrage-free interest rate paths and their probabilities.
• Measure distributable earnings alongeach path. Such earnings will reflect the

exercise of options in both the assets and liabilities.
• Discount along each path using the generalizednet present value algorithm.

THE OPTION-ADJUSTED VALUE OF DISTRIBUTABLE EARNINGS

"A Method for Option-Adjusted Pricing and Valuation of Insurance Products"
Product Development News, Issue 30, November, 1991, pp. 1-6.

RESULTS TO ANALYZE

• Given a "price" target, then obtain the option-adjustad spread, the option-
adjusted internal rate of ratum or yield, and the distributions of spreads and
yields.

• Given a spread/yield target, then obtain the option-adjusted price and the
distribution of prices.

Insurance companies have several degrees of freedom in managing their business.
They can choose the liabilitydesign and management strategy (e.g., premium loads,
fees, costs of insurance, etc.), the interest rate crediting strategy, the investment
strategy (including any hedging), and the disinvestment strategy, i.e., how they will
handle negative cash flows. (Note: these negative cash flows, i.e., asset cash flows
less liability cash flows, are internal to the insurance enterprise. They are augmented
by any negative cash flow that is needed to pay out distributable earnings to
shareholders.)
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Thus, the insurance enterprise can specify all four strategies. Use the term
STRATEGY to mean the choice of one each of the specific strategies. The set of all
alternative strategies can then be evaluated using OAVDE. The goal is to find the
STRATEGY that is both feasible and practical in both the insurance marketplace and
the investment marketplace that optimizes OAVDE.

A STRATEGY consists of:

• A product liabilitydesign and product management strategy;
• an interest crediting strategy;
• an investment strategy; and
• a disinvestment strategy.

For a STRATEGY to be acceptable and successful it must be feasible and practical in
the insurancemarketplace and in the investment marketplace.

In the first example, or applicationof OAVDE, it will be assumed that of the four
strategiesthe liabilitydesign, the interestcreditingstrategy and the disinvestment
strategy are fixed. The only strategy that is allowed to vary is the investment
strategy.

The liabilityis a single-premiumdeferred annuity (SPDA) with a 4% guaranteed
crediting rate, and a surrendercharge that gradesto zero over seven years. The
interest crediting strategy is a portfoliorate with the renewal rate beingguaranteed for
each policy year at a time. The interestmargin is set so that the internal rate of
return on distributableearnings(where interestrates are fiat and unchanging)is 15%.
The disinvestment strategy is to borrow at the short rate plus a spread.

EXAMPLE 1: EVALUATE INVESTMENT STRATEGIES
• SPDA - guaranteed interest rate of 4%,
• Use portfolio rate crediting strategy,
• Assume negative cash flows borrowed,
• Interest margin set so that with a flat yield curve the internal rate

of return on distributable earnings is 15%,
• Use the April 30, 1992 yield curve, and
• Analyze five investment strategies.

Investments will be limited to noncallable bonds. There areno embedded options in
the investments. Thus, any resultingfinancialimpactsto the insuranceenterprise can
only result from option exercise of the policyholdersexercisingthe option to surrender
the policy for the cash surrendervalue. Five investment strategieswill be tested.
They are: invest long (25-year bonds);when positive cashis available,then purchase
new assets having a duration of 4.6 years; when cash is available,then purchase a
ladder, i.e., a combination of two-, three,- five,- seven, and ten-year bonds; invest so
as to maintain an asset portfolio duration as close as possible to three years; invest so
as to maintain an asset portfolio duration as close as possible to five years. The April
30, 1992 yield curve was chosen.
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INVESTMENT STRATEGIES

• Invest long. (IL)
• Purchasenew assetswith constant duration, 4.5 years. Target Duration of

Purchase(TDP)
• Ladder (two, three, five, seven, and ten-year maturities). (Ladder)
• Maintain constant portfolioduration of three years. (PD3)
• Maintain constant portfolioduration of five years. (PD5)

WAYS TO SUMMARIZE RESULTS

• Graphicalanalysisof distributionof spreadsand the OAS,
• Graphicalanalysisof distribution of yields and the OAY.
• Graphical analysisof the distributionof distributableearningsand the oplion-

adjustedvalue of distributableeemings at discountrates of the risk-free rate
(RFR), the cost of capital(12%), and the hurdlerate (15%).

The initial investment to coverthe statutory strain and necessary target surplusby the
insurancecompany is the initialdistributableearnings amount. On this basis, the
option-adjustedspread-to-l_easudesthat the insuranceenterprisecan eam, can be
computed. Chart 5 shows the range of spreadsfor each investment strategy, the
option-adjustedspread and the mean spread computed over all paths. Note that the
OAS can differ from the mean spread as the OAS solvesthe equationover allpaths
simultaneously.

CHART 5

Option-AdjustadSpread
Distributionof Spreadsfor Fn/e Strategies

Spread(basispoints)

1,000 | High

I" OAS

0 -] AVG
_ L_w

(I,ooo)....

(2,ooo)

L i ,I

(3,000) IL TDP Ladder PD3 PD5....
InvestmentStrategy

Gener_izednetpreeerdv_uealgorithmused,

The graphs indicate that for each investment strategy, the distributionof spreads
about the mean is negatively skewed (more lower than higherthan the mean) and
has high positivekurtosis(more data points far away from the mean than would
happen in a normal distributionand data pointsclusteringabout the mean with higher
probabilitythan in a normal distribution). Resultsmay tend to cluster about the mean,
but they deviate with higherprobabilitythan expected for a normal distributionand
they tend to sharply deviate to low values. That means that there is far more
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downside risk than there is upsidepotential. Another way of sayingthis is that the
pricing results using a flat and unchanging yield curve is probably an optimistic
assessment. The graph shows that the ladder investment strategyhas the highest
OAS with the smallestrange and the invest long strategy has the lowest OAS
(negative, in fact) and the largest range,or plenty of downside risk. Of the five
strategies, the ladder appearsto be the best.

Chart 6 shows the results on an option-adjustedyield basis, i.e., where a level
discount rate is used instead of a fixed spread to the one-periodfuture rate. Again,
the ladderstrategy would result inthe highestoption-adjustedyield. Note the
similarityof the outcomes and the rangesfor each investmentstrategy here when
compared to the OAS graph (Chart 5). This opl_on-adjustedyield is about 12%. This
is 3% less than the static pricingresultof 15%. If the insuranceenterprisehad a
"go/nogo" criteriaof an option-adjustedyield no less than 12%, then the ladder
would be chosenas the only acceptableinvestment strategy.

CHART 6

Option-AdjustedYield
Distributionsof Yieldsfor FiveStrategies

Yield (basispoints)

2,000 | High

I" OAY

1,000 1 AVG
/ Low

0

(1,000)

(2,00O)

I I I I 1
(3,000) IL TDP Ladder PD3 PD5

InvestmentStrategy
Generalized net presentvalueaJgod_m used,

Charts 7 and 8 show the OAVDE that resultswhen computed assumingzero spread
over Treasuries (Chart 7) and a constant yieldof 12% (Chart 8). Note that in this
case, only the distributable earningsafter the initial investment are considered. The
OAVDE indicatesthe investmentthat shouldbe made assumingthe desireof a given
OAS, in this case zero, or a given level yield. In each chart the option-adjustedvalue
of distributableearnings is shown and the range of presentvaluesover the set of
paths used. Here higheris better. Bothgraphs would result in choosingthe
ladder investment strategy. Note that the option-adjustedvalue for the ladder
strategy in chart 8 is just slightlygreaterthan zero. This is consistent with the fact
that the option-adjustedyield is slightlygreaterthan 12%.

Note that the ladder has the greatest minimum net present value of distributable
earningsover all paths in charts 7 and 8. When analyzingresultsand making
decisionsit is important to think not only interms of means or OAS and OAVDE, but
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in terms of the statisticaldistributionsof outcomes. It is straightforwardto prepare
both probabilitydensity function graphs and cumulative distributionfunctiongraphs for
each investment strategy. One can analyzethe percentage of paths for which
outcomes are lessthan a prespecifiedcomfort level. Additionalinsightcan be gained
by overlayingthese graphs on the same graph.

If a great many strategies have been tested instead of only these five (where only the
investment strategy was allowed to vary), then even these graphs might have been
less useful in decisionmaking. This is because the statisticaldistributionis important
in addition to the OAS or OAVDE values. Two methods may be employedto
alleviatesome of this difficulty.

CHART 7

Option-Adjusted Value of Distributable Earnings
PresentValue of DistributableEamings@ RFR

Net Present Value

400,000 l High

-1- OAV
200,000 ........................................ _ -- Low
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InvestmentStrategy

Generalizednetpresentvaluealgorithmused.

CHART 8

Option-Adjusted Value of Distributable Earnings
Present Value of Distributable Earnings@ 12%

Net PresentValue
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OAV
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First, mean/variance diagrams can be used. Here, the mean return or spread is
plotted on the vertical axis and the standard deviation is plotted on the horizontal axis.
This is the Markowitz efficient frontier approach (chart 9). Using this method the goal
is to have a compromise between the mean return and risk, i.e., the standard devia-
tion of return. In chart 9 it is clear that the ladder investment strategy is superior in
these terms. By the way, check out the invest long strategy!

MEANNARIANCE DIAGRAMS
• Rot return (mean) versus risk (standarddeviation).
• Markowitz' Efficient Frontier.
• Usesonly first two moments of distribution (due to normal distribution as-

sumption).
• Must estimate trade off between risk and return.

It is interesting to note that the portfolio duration 5 strategy is superior to the portfolio
duration 3 strategy. This may seem counterintuitive because an asset strategy whose
duration is shorter is normally thought to be superior to one whose duration is larger
for SPDAs. BUt an analysis of the results shows this not to be the case here.

CHART 9

Risk/Ratum Diagram
Mean/Variance Criteria

Markowitz Efficient Frontier

Mean Return(basispoints)
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1,200 • •TDP
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o $ [] Ladder
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o
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Risk(StandardDeviationof Return)
GleneralLzednet prese_ value algorithmused.

Recall that the crediting strategy is based on the portfolio earned rate. If one invests
slightly longer, then one will credit slightly more interest. When the path-by-path
results of these two investment strategies were investigated, it was discovered that in
the declining interest scenarios the results for the duration 5 strategy were clearly
superior to those for the duration 3 strategy. This was to be expected. When the
rising scenarios were examined, the duration 5 results for the mildly increasing
scenarios were still superior to those for duration 3, apparently due to the portfolio
rate crediting method. In the steeply increasing scenarios, the duration 3 results were
superior to the duration 5 results, as was expected. BUt in the mean and option-
adjusted value, then duration 5 was superior to the 3.
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Do not be tempted to extrapolate these results to general principles. The results are a
function of all of the assumptions. Investments were limited to noncaUablebonds.
Note that the 4/30/92 yield curve was steeply increasing.

There is some risk in using the mean/variance diagram. It is due to the fact that it
only uses the first two moments of the distribution and inherently assumes the
distribution is normal. As noted above, the distribution is highly nonnormal. Thus one
should exercise caution. Another difficulty is that one must estimate the tradeoff
between risk and return. How much additional risk are you willing to assume to raise
your expected return?

A second method to address the problem of comparing results of many strategies is
to use the concept of risk-adjusted value (RAV) or risk certainty equivalent. This was
developed by John M. Cozzolino and appeared in the Sloan Management Review,
Spring 1979. The method uses an exponential utility function and requires an
estimate of the company's or product manager's aversion to risk. But once done, the
method linearly rank orders all strategies. The best can then be easily identified. The
method also has the advantage of using all the moments of the probability distribu-
tion. Thus no important information is omitted. Chart 10 shows the rank ordering for
each of three discount rates: the risk-free rate (one period future rates), 12%, and
15%. No matter which discounting basis is chosen, the maximum RAV occurs for
the ladder strategy.

RISK ADJUSTED VALUE
• Risk certainty equivalent
• Basedon Utility Theory
• Need estimate of company's aversionto risk
• Uses ALL moments of distribution

• RAV linearly ranks all strategies. Therefore, there is no need to make intuitive
trade off.

A natural question to ask is to what degree didthe favorable resultsattributable to
the ladderstrategy depend on the fact that the initialyield curve was steeply increas-
ing? Additionaltests were done with a shallow positivelysloped yield curve, a
shallow negatively sloped yieldcurve and a steep negatively slopedyield curve.

For the two shallow-slopedyieldcurves the ladderwas againthe best investment
strategy. For the steeply negatively sloped yield curve, the ladder was the second
best strategy, but it was a close second. Interestingly, the portfolio duration 3
strategy was the worst in this case. Thus for the given liability design, interest
crediting strategy and disinvestment strategy the ladder investment strategy was
robust over a spectrum of initial yield curves. These results also persisted if the
initial yield curve was parallel shifted. Note again that if the allowable universe of
assets were extended to include sinking funds, callable bonds, mortgages, mortgage-
backed securities, CMOs, etc., then far more combinations of asset allocation and
maturity would have been possible and tests would have to be made to determine
the optimal investment strategy. Here the risk-adjusted value method would be of
assistance in assessing the results.
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CHART 10

Risk-Adjusted Value
Risk Certainty Equivalent

RiskAdjustedValueof DistributableEarnings

200,000 @RFR

100,000 @12%
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InvestmentStrategy

Generalizednetpre_vmtvaluealgorithmused.
RiskaverBlontaGtorequalto1/1,000,000.

The second example focuses on evaluationof liabilitydesigns. This asks the question
of what does it cost to provideadditional liabilityoptions. In this example, the
crediting strategy is assumed to be portfolio;the investment strategy is assumed to
be the ladder;and the disinvestmentstrategy againborrow.

There are four liabilitydesignsconsidered. First is the bare bones annuity design of
the first example with the same interest margin. Second,the bare bones annuity is
enhanced with a guaranteedminimum crediting rate of 6% for the first five years and
4% thereafter. This too has the same interest marginas in the first example. Third,
a return of premium feature is attached to the barebones annuity whereby the owner
may surrenderhis or her contract at any time and receiveat least the premium paid.
Note that in this case the interestmargin is increasedto reflect the cost of holding
additionalstatutory reservesand additionalrisk-basedcapital (which is a function of
the reserve). This does not representthe exercisecost of the option granted; it
merely restoresthe company to its static profitabilityof 15% on distributableearnings
to compensate them for holding larger reservesand risk-basedcapital. The additional
margin requiredis about 10-14 basispoints. Fourth,the return-of-premiumfeature is
attached to the annuity, but the company usesthe originalmargin, i.e., it absorbsthe
cost of holdingthe higherreservesand risk-basedcapital.

EXAMPLE 2: EVALUATE LIABILITY DESIGNS

• SPDA with guaranteed interest rate of 4% (SPDA 4%)
• SPDA with guaranteed interest rate of 6% for five years and 4% thereafter

(SPDA 6% (5)/4%)
• SPDA (4%) with return of premium guarantee and interest margin adjusted for

cost of guaranteedue to extra reserve required.(ROP)
• SPDA (4%) with retum of premium guarantee and original margin. (ROPO)

Charts 11 and 12 demonstrate the distributions of spreads, option-adjusted spreads
and option-adjusted yields obtained for each liability design. Again the distributions
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tend toward negativeskewness (more downside risk than upsidepotential) and
positivekurtosis(more data clusteredabout the mean than in a normalbut alsomore
outliers than a normal distributionwould have), The barebones annuity has an OAS
of just less than 500 basispointsover treasuriesand an option-adjustedyield (OAY)
of just over 12%, as before.

CHART 11

Comparisonof LiabilityDesigns
Spread Analysis

Spread(basispoints)
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CHART 12

Comparisonof UabilityDesigns
YieldAnalysis
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The cost in lost prot"rtabilityof the temporary interest guarantee (6%/4%) is enor-
mous. The OAS is negative and the OAY is leasthan 8%. Clearly the temporary
guarantee is a very costly optionto grant. The return of premium annuity has a
nearly 2% less OAY and the return of premium annuity with the original margin has
an OAY slightly less due to its lower margin.
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Chart 13 shows the results on a RAV basis. They are consistent with the OAS and
OAY results.

In practice, one would have to broadenthe range of strategiesin order to determine if
it was possibleto offer any of the added liabilityfeatures and stillmaintainthe desired
OAY of 12%.

Chart 14 offers an additionalanalysisfor thisexample. Here the OAVDE, discounted
at the dsk-freerate for illustrationpurposes,is shown for the baseyield curve and
parallelshiftsof +/- 25, 50, and 75 basispoints. (Note that nonparallelshifts can
and should be tested as well.) The change in OAVDE is relatively small for the bare
bones annuity as the yieldcurve shifts. The resultsfor both return-of-premium
designsare relativelysimilar and slightlybelow the base case.

Recallthat the OAVOE value representsthe probability-weightedpresentvalue of
future distributableearningsacrossa fan of arbitrage-freepaths. These paths are
based on the initialyield curve and repricethe then current treasury curve. When a
shift in the curve is made, then an entirelynew set of arbitrage free paths, each with
its own probability,is generated; an entirelynew set of distributableearningsis
computed for each path; and, their option-adjustedpresentvalue is determined.

Chart 14 shows the results of seven OAVDE computations; the first based on the
initial yield curve and six more based on the parallel shifts of the yield curve described
above. The change in the level of OAVDE represents the sensitivity of the OAVDE or
option-adjusted net worth of the enterprise to the given instantaneous shifts in the
yield curve.

CHART 13

Compadson of Uability Designs
Risk-Adjusted Value of Distributable Eamings
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CHART 14

Comparison of Liability Designs
Option-Adjusted Value of Distributable Earnings
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The graph of the temporary guaranteeannuity is materially below the others, indica-
tive of its significantcost in profitabilityto the company. The graph of this case,
however, has a steep upward slope. This reflectsthe fact that if interest rates rise,
the value of the temporary guaranteedrops (therefore largerOAVDE) as it is less likely
that the insurance enterprisewill have to pay off on it. But as rates fall, the value of
the temporary guaranteebecomes much more costly as the probabilityof pay off
increases(thus lower OAVDE).

Chart 15 shows a market value of liabilities(at zero spread-to-treasuries)graph for
these liabilitydesigns. Here the higherthe line, the greaterthe amount the company
needsto hold to fund the liability. For this case, the liabilitycash flows are dis-
counted at zero spread-to-treasuries.As rates fall, the cost to the company of the
temporary guarantee annuity risesand vice versa. These resultsare consistentwith
those for OAVDE.

When usingmarket-valueanalysisto examine hedge strategies, it was noted that it is
possibleto overhedge. This can be avoided by the following approach. First identify
strategiesthat produceacceptable market-value diagrams. Choose the strategy that
optimizesOAVDE. Yield-curvechangesshouldbe considered. One could also
optimizeOAVDE directly as the value of the firm is the ultimate quantity to hedge.

EVALUATION OF HEDGE STRATEGIES

• Identify strategiesthat result in acceptablecash-flow management as deter-
mined by MVA/MVL analysis.

• For each strategy, compute the option-adjusted value of distributable earnings
(OAVDE) and determine how it changes for shifts in the yield curve.

• Choose the strategy with the best OAVDE results. (risk-adjustedvalues, etc.)

The third example is an applicationof OAVDE analysisto the evaluationof
hedge/management action aitematives. In this case there is an existingblockof
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single-premium deferred annuities, similar in structure to those of the first example.
These annuities credit a portfolio rate of interest. The assets supporting this existing
block are a combination of noncallable bonds, sinking funds, mortgages, mortgage-
backed securities and CMOs. As will be seen, the block has exposure to interest rate
risk.

CHART 15

Comparison of Liability Designs
Market Value of liabilities

Option-AdjustedPresentValue of Obligation
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EXAMPLE 3: EVALUATE HEDGE/MANAGEMENTACTION

• SPDA - 4% interest guarantee.
• Altematives:

- Base Case - Do nothing.
- Option 1 - Buy caps as insurancefor company.
- Option 2 - Buy caps as insurancefor policyholdersand company.
- Option 3 - Self insure.
- Option 4 - Buy caps as part of regularinvestment program.

There are five courses of action that management is considering. The first, or base
case, is do nothing, i.e., maintain the status quo, make no attempt to hedge the
interest rate risk.

The second, option 1, is buy interest rate caps as "insurance" for the company. The
idea is that since the company sold the put option to the annuity policyholder, they
will hedge that risk by buying interest rate caps. The caps are designed with strike
levels that will only pay off for a run up in interest rates of 200 to 300 basis points.
This is stop-loss insurance. The SPDA's prior interest margin will be increased by the
amount needed to repay the cost of purchasing the caps at the company's cost of
capital. If the caps pay off, then the income goes to the benefit of the
company.

The third, option 2, is buy interest rate caps as insurance for both the policyholders
and the company. The same cap structure is used and the interest margin increased
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the same amount as in option 1. The caps are includedin the portfolio, and if they
pay off, then the amount of cap income is part of the portfolio investment income.
The companytakes its marginfrom the net eamed rate on the portfolio.

The fourth, option 3, is self insure. Here the companyincreasesthe interestmargin
by the amount needed to pay for the cap program, but does not actually buy the
caps. Instead, it allows the extra margin to be paidto the shareholdersvia increased
distributableearnings.

The fifth, option 4, is not to treat caps as "insurance" at all, but insteadtreat caps as
part of the normal investmentprogram. Inthis case the cap program is established
by sellingexistingassets to fund their purchaseand no changeis made to the interest
margin.

Chart 16 presentsthe OAVDE analysis(net worth) for all five alternativesfor the initial
yield curve and parallelshifts of +/- 100 and 200 basispoints. Here the OAVDE
results are discountedat 12%, the enterprise'scost of capital.

CHART 16

Option-Adjusted Value of Diatributable Earnings
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A static appraisalof this blockat the cost of cap'_alproduces a value of about $185
million. The OAVDE of the base case at the cost of capital producesa value of about
$165 million. Thus the hiddencoat of the embedded options in the assetsand
liabilitiesand in their interaction is worth about $20 million. A buyer who utilizedonly
static appraisalswould overpaysignificantlyfor this block if he or she continued to
manage it along base-case lines.

If interest rates fall there is a mild increasein the OAVDE of the block. But if interest

rates rise, then there is a material decline. Option 3, self insure,providesa slightly
higher value than the base case acrossall shifts, but this is due to taking a higher
margin. The risk exposureis stillthere.
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Options 1, 2 end 4, however, exhibit much better risk characteristics ff interest rates
rise. They also show a better OAVDE result for the zero basis-point shift than the
base case. This is due to the increasedutility of the caps if interest ratesrise from
the level at the zero basis-pointshift. Resultsfor all three are similarif rates fall.
Options 1 and 2 appearto offer the best results. It is seenthat Option 2 is superior
to Option 1 for shifts of lessthan 200 basispoints. But for shifts of 200 basis points
or more, option 1 is superior.

It might be thought that option2 is superiorbecause if the caps pay off, then the
income is sharedwith the policyholderswhich prevents lapse. In fact, this is not the
case. Recallthat the creditingstrategy is a portfoliocreditingstrategy. In option 2
the caps become part of the portfolio. Considerwhat the portfolioinitiallylooks like
under options 1 and 2. In option 1, the portfolio has no caps. The capsbelong to
the shareholders. In option 2 the portfolio initiallylooksjust likeoption 1 but it
includesthe caps. That means that the book value of the capsis includedin the
book value of the portfolio and the amortizationof the cap book value appearsas
negative investment income in the portfolio.

The portfolio yield for option 1 will be higher than for option 2. When the caps are
not paying off, the numerator of the portfolio yield for option 2 is lower than for
option 1 as there will be the negative investment income due to the amortization of
the book value of the caps. Also, the denominator of the portfolio yield, or book
value of assets, of the option 2 portfolio will be greater than for option 1 as the book
value will include the book value of the caps. Thus option 2 has a lower yield than
option 1. Since the interest margin is the same, then the company is actually taking
more effective spread in option 2 than in option 1 for those scenarios where the caps
are not paying off.

If the yield curve shifts upward by 200 basis points and the OAVDE is calculated,
then a great many of the paths will have the caps paying off. In those cases more
interest will be credited to policyholders under option 2 than option 1. That means
less earnings to the company; and so option 2 is less attractive to the shareholders if
rates rise 200 or more basis points. Overall, option 1 seems to provide the best
choice.

Chart 17 presents the results of the f_,e courses of action from the point of view of
market-value analysis. Here, the market value of surplus equals the market value of
assets less the market value of liabilities. For simplicity, the market value of liabilities
is computed at a zero spreed-to-tressuries. If a different rate were used, then the
primary change would be the absolute level of the curves, not the relative positions or
change in shape. Overall, option 1 appearsto be the best.

Chart 18 shows the comparisonof the range of resultsfor all paths for the zero basis-
point shift, i.e., initialyield curve, for all coursesof action. Note againthe tendency
for the distributionsto have negativeskewness and positive kurtosis. The distribu-
tions for option 1 and option 2 arevery similar. Option 2 has a slightlyhighervalue
than option 1 at the zero basis point shift. This, of course,diminishesas rates rise.
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CHART 17

Example3: Summary
Option-AdjustedValue of Surplus

Option-AdjustedValue

250 BaseCase
---BI--

200 Option1
0

Option 2
150 []

Option 3
100 _lc

Option4
|

50 I I I I
-200 -100 0 +100 +200

Parallel Shift (basispoints)

CHART 18
Distributionof PresentValues

Example 3

PresentValue of DistdbutabioEarnings

250 | Maximum

Average
200 -- Minimum

150 T ._jr__ --

1013 ............

5O

0 I i I , I I

iase Case OptionI Option2 Option3 Option4
0 Basis-PointShift

Generalized net present value algorithm used.

Chart 19 shows the range of present valuesand the OAVDE for allpaths tested for
option 1 at the initialyield curve and the shiftsof +/- 100 and 200 basispoints, As
you would expect, the range shrinksas rates fall and widens as rates rise. But note
how the OAVDE only falls modestly as the rates rise.
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CHART 19
Distribution of Present Values

Example 3
Option 1

PresentValue of DistributableEarnings
200 Maximum

-1-- I JI-'v'ge150 _ _- Minimum

100 ..............
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0 I r I I I
-200 -100 0 +100 +200

ParallelShift(basispoints)
Generalized netpresent value algorithmused.

In the prior charts,the OAVDE and market value of surplushave been presentedfor
various changes in the level of interest rates. The readercan see what happens by
examiningthe graph itself. A numericaldisplayof these resultsmay also be shown.
Duration captures the linearchangeinthe curve at a given point and convexity
capturesthe degree of bend of the curve away from approximatingstraight line.
Other things equal, the best hedge will have the lowest duration and greatest convex-
ity among the alternatives.

Chart 20 shows the duration and convexity of the OAVDE and surplus curves for all
five alternatives. Option 1 has the lowest duration and the highest convexity for both
OAVDE and surplus.

CHART 20

Example 3: Duration & Convexity at 0 Basis-Point Shift

O AV DE OAV ofSurplus
@ 12%

Duratior Convexit3 Duration Convexity

Base Case 8.4 (280.6) Base Case 20.3 (113.1)

Option 1 4.6 (63.6) Option 1 13.3 t91.3

Option 2 5.3 (129.0) Option 2 14.5 89.3

Option 3 8.4 (308.2) Option 3 19,8 (104,4)

Option 4 5.2 (138.7) Option 4 15.1 45.8

_lzed netprelemvlk}ealgorithmuled.
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Chart 21 presents the same information for OAVDE and surplus for a + 100 basis-
point shift. Again option 1 is the best and by a wider margin. This is not unexpected
as option 1 exerts itself as rates rise.

The fact that the alternativecourse of actionthat optimizesOAVDE alsooptimizes
surplusmay not be so surprising. The actionthat best hedges the value of the firm,
OAVDE, which is based on future profitability,shouldperform well for hedging
surplus. Intuitively, if you have hedgedprofitability,then you have hedged solvency,
which is what this use of surplus is reallygetting at.

CHART 21

Example3: Duration& Convexity at + 100 BasisPointShift

OA V D E OA V of Surplus
@ 12%

Duration Convexity Duration Convexity

Base Case 12.7 (846.6) Base Case 24.1 (e1_.2)

Option 1 4.9 (8.4) Option 1 11.9 107.2

Option 2 8.6 (142.6) Option 2 14.4 (58.9)

Option 3 12.9 (639.3) Option 3 23.8 (657.7)

Option 4 6.6 (138.9) Option 4 15.2 (ss,3)

e_.ed netprwset valu4a_ril_ u_L

Below is a brief summary of applicationsof OAVDE and several of those applications.

USES OF OAVDE
• Risk identification and quantification:

- interest rate risk
- other stochastic risks

• Identificationof profit optimization/riskminimization strategies
• Measurement of total financialperformance
• Risk-basedcapital quantification
• Capital allocation
• Option-adjustedgross premium valuation
• Option-adjustedappraisalvalues
• Option-adjustedvalue-added analyses
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OPTION-ADJUSTED GROSS-PREMIUM VALUATION

• The option-adjustednet present value of all benefitsand expenses (excluding
federal incometax) less premiums computed at:
- a spreadover Treasuriesequal to that of the asset portfolio, or
- a spread over Treasuriescommensurate with the risk of default of the

insuranceenterprise.
• Uses:

- assess lossrecognitionon an option-adjustedbasis;and
- serve as a floor for the net GAAP liabilityon a market-value basis.

OPTION-ADJUSTED APPRAISALVALUE ANALYSIS (OAAV)
• Option-adjusted appraisalvalue equals:

- market value of assetssupportingthe excess of surplusand items inthe
nature of surplusover risk-basedcapital supportingthe liabilitiesand related
assets; plus

-- option-adjustedvalue of distributableearningson existing business;plus
- option-adjustedvalue of distributableearningson future business.

• Can examine change in OAAV from periodto period.

OPTION- ADJUSTED VALUE ADDED ANALYSIS (OAVA)
• Option-adjusted value added in excess of cost of capital (or other hurdle rate)

equals:
- Option-adjusted value of distributable earnings as of the end of the period

less option-adjusted value of distributable earnings as of the beginning of
the period; plus

- distributable earnings for the period; less
- cost of capital (or other hurdle rate) multiplied by opening present value of

distributable earnings.

ANALYSIS OF OAAV AND OAVA BY SOURCE
• External environment

- change in level and shape of yield curve,
-- change in volatility of interest rates

• Intemal environment

- change in investment/reinvestment strategy,
- change in crediting rate strategy

• New business
• Existingbusiness
• Shareholder dividends paid
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